
The UCI Writing 
Project transforms 
abstract concepts 
about thinking and 
writing into 
demonstration 
lessons teachers can 
use in classrooms. 

M y audience consists of class- 
room teachers. '"Picture your- 
seg " I s q ,  "ds a collegejksb- 

man enrolled in History 29C, a suruey 
of 20th centuq) Europe and America. 
You take-your seat in the class, get out 
your blue book, and try to remain 
calm m the professor passes out this 
exam: Trace the relation&@ between 
the Soviet Union and the United States 
j?om 1914 to thepresent. In what ways 
did economic and political competi- 
tion affect domatic politics in both 
countries? Consider wars, the Bolshe- 
vik Re~~olution, socialism, capitalisvrz, 
economic policies, and imperialism. ' " 
'Afier the nervous laughter in the 
room subsides, I add, 'Now, jigure 
that you hazte three hours in u)hich to 
takej)ourjinul, and this isjust theFrst 
of two may  questions. How u~ould 
you go about ansu~ering this question? 
m a t  do you have to think about in 
order to get started?" 

The teachers hesitate. 
'Well, I'd probab& start with 1914 

and just write douw euerything I 
could remember," says a wornun in 
thepont row. 

'Kind of in a chronological catalog 
style?" I ask. 

Yes, like a list." 
'Y don't think that2 the best way to 

go," another teacher interjects. 'You 
haue to be selective on a question like 
this. I'd replay the professrk lectures 
back in my mind and recall the kty 
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points be made. Then, I'd make an
outline before I actually started to
write. "

'So, in other words, vou'd demon-
strate to the professor that you got his
or her message bl' reiterating the main
points toiced in class?"

'Yes, but uith my ouwn supporting
examples."

A man in the back looks perplexed,
so I ask him if he'd like to say some-
thing.

'7 think uere off track here The
question says, Trace the relationship
betueen.' "

"And uhat do those uords signify to
you? What thinking skill do they ask
for?"

'Well, I'd sai comparison and con-
trast.

'So, ;ou think the question requires
not merely recall and summar, but
analsris?" lHe nods as do a number of
other teachers

I turn to the group. '"-ouw man? of
flour students hate had practice in
interpreting ubat a question like this is
askingfor, let alone in the conceptual
strategies it uould take to ansuwer it'"

The room is silent for a long mo-
ment .

'But the question should be stated
more clearly, " objects an administra-
tor who had intended just to obserte
'And it's so broad. I uonder if it's

feasible under the time constraints?"
'So do I And Iet. I'll admit to

hating dropped afeu' bombs like this
on students myself How man, of you
bate done the same?"

Hands go up all oe r the room.

This discussion reenacts what takes
place in the inservice workshops
where I share a model for fostering
critical thinking skills through writing
designed by 2- Teacher/Consultants
from the UCI Writing Project. The
ThinkingN'Writing model integrates ba-
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". . . the process of writing
requires tapping all of the levels
of thinking."

sic principles of learning theory, com-
posing process research, and practical
strategies of the National Writing Pro-
ject. The heart of Thinking/Writing is a
sequence of demonstration lessons, K-
College, that provides students with
much needed practice in thinking and
writing. The purpose of the lessons,
simply stated, is to motivate teachers
to think critically about critical think-
ing and to recognize the potential of
using writing as a tool for promoting
cognitive growth. Thinking/Writing
lessons help teachers re-see, rethink,
and redesign their own lessons with a
greater awareness of their specific in-
structional goals.

Why Create a Thinking/
Writing Project
The UCI Writing Project, now in its
seventh vear as a site of the National
Writing Project, first addressed the is-
sue of providing students with ongo-
ing practice in sustained thinking and
writing in a two-week curriculum con-
ference in August 1982. Funded by the
Office of Academic Affairs at the Uni-
versirt of California, Irvine, with sup-
plementary support from the Califor-
nia Writing Project, the conference
brought together 27 teacher/consul-
tants, K-College (previously trained in
the UCI Writing Project Summer Insti-
tute on the Teaching of Composition),
to exchange ideas, experience, and
expertise. Although we shared a per-
ception that today's students are defi-
cient in their thinking and writing
ability when compared with students
of a decade ago, we had very little data
to verify our collective intuition nor
any clear idea of what we might do to
remedy the situation.

Two documents were especially sig-
nificant in determining our focus. The
first was Reading, Thinking and Writ-
ing, a recent report of a national read-
ing and literature assessment of over

100 thousand American school chil-
dren. This document cited as its "ma-
jor and overriding finding" that al-
though students at each age level had
little difficultv making judgments
about what they read, most lacked the
problem-solving and critical thinking
skills to explain and defend their judg-
ments in writing (Applebee and oth-
ers, 1981). The results of this assess-
ment do not point to a cognitive
inabilint on the part of students to
respond analytically. Rather, because
of the current emphasis in testing and
instruction on multiple choice and
short answer responses, students are
simply unused to undertaking critical
thinking tasks. A separate research
study, Writing in the Secondary School
(Applebee, Auten, and Lehr, 1981),
corroborates these findings. In an in-
tensive one-year observation of two
high schools, the researchers reported
that 44 percent of the lesson time in
six major subject areas involved writ-
ing activities of some kind; yet only 3
percent of that time was spent in writ-
ing tasks of a paragraph or longer.
(The percentage of time in English
classes in writing tasks of a paragraph
or more in length was higher than
other disciplines: 10 percent.)

The second document that helped
us establish our objectives was a draft
of the Statement on Competencies in
English and Mathematics Expected of
Entering Freshmen, a joint publication
of the Academic Senates of the Califor-
nia Community Colleges, the Califor-
nia State Universinv, and the University
of California (1982), which was later
distributed to every school in the state.
This document stressed that before
entering college it is crucial that stu-
dents develop the ability "to under-
stand, organize, synthesize, and com-
municate information, ideas, and
opinions" and be able to demonstrate

those thinking skills by 'writing com-
positions, reports, term papers, and
essay examinations." When we con-
trasted the current emphasis on teach-
ing to the proficiency test in the public
schools with the expectations of Cali-
fornia's college system, we had to ask
ourselves: When, where, and how will
students get the wide-ranging practice
in thinking and writing that will enable
them to tap the full range of their
cognitive potential? In asking this
question, we identified our ultimate
concern: What contribution could we
make to assist teachers in activating
the thinking and writing skills of their
students? This was the beginning of
the Thinking/Writing Project.

Learning About Learning
Most people take as a given that depth
and clarity of thinking enhance the
quality of writing. What may not be so
readily apparent is that writing is a
learning to(xl for heightening and re-
fining thinking. As writing teachers, we
acknowledged that we intuitively fos-
ter critical thinking skills through our
prewriting, writing, and postwriting
activities But before making our inte-
grated thinking/writing approach a
conscious one, we first had to learn
more about how people think and
learn.

From the learning theorists ( Bloom,
Bruner, Gallagher, Guilford, Piaget,
and Taba), we became reacquainted
with the premise that there is a devel-
opmental sequence in the growth of
thought, that this sequence progresses
from the ability to operate at the most
concrete to the most abstract levels,
and that "the mental structures devel-
oped at any preceding stage are
prerequisite to success in the subse-
quent one and are incorporated into
it" (Taba, 1964, p 12) Because one of
the primary modes of learning is dis-
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"By helping
students
become
better thinkers,
we would
enable them
to become
better writers
and vice versa."

covenr. these stages cannot simply be
taught like facts from a textbook. Matu-
ritv, experience, and practice all play a
role in the transition from one level of
operation to the next. However, as a
facilitator and a guide, the teacher can
create an environment that activates
discovery and thereby fosters learning.
Sequentially ordered activities that
gradually increase in complexity. can
become stepping stones to higher lev-
els of thinking. Taba acknowledged
the crucial role of the teacher in this
process when she concluded, '. . how
people think may depend largely on
the kinds of 'thinking experience' they
have had" (1964, p. 25).

Once we had established a theoreti-
cal framework from which to talk
about thinking, we turned our atten-
tion to that most challenging of think-
ing experiences: writing. As we re-
viewed the studies of what people do
when they compose (Britton, Emig,
Flower and Haves, Perl, Rose, Scarda-
malia, and others), we gained a greater
appreciation of the complexity of the
act of transforming thought to print. As
Flower and Haves (1981) pointed out,
"Writing is among the most complex
of all human mental activities." Essen-
tially, it is a form of problem solving

because the writer must "produce an
organized set of ideas for a paper by
selecting and arranging a manageable
number of concepts and relations
from a vast body of knowledge" and
"fit what thev know to the needs of
another person. a reader, and to the
constraints of formal prose." In short.
we learned that researchers are cur-
rently looking to the field of cognitive
psychology for new insights into the
constraints that affect the composing
process, such as the knowledge we
have to construct and express mean-
ing, the language we have to commu-
nicate what we know. the audience
and purpose for writing, and the con-
text in which writing occurs (Frederik-
sen and Dominic. 1981).

Making the Abstract Concrete
At this point. we faced a challenging
problem-how to apply what we had
learned about thinking and writing by
transforming abstract concepts into
concrete demonstration lessons that
would be meaningful to the classroom
teacher. Since Bloom's taxonomv of
educational objectives seemed to be
compatible with the writing process
and familiar to most classroom teach-
ers, we decided to use his levels of
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"... writing is a
learning tool for
heightening and
refining thinking."

thinking as a point of departure On
looking closer, we experienced a
shock of recognition: all of Blooxm's
categories in the cognitive domain-
knowledge, comprehension, applica-
tion, analysis, synthesis, evaluation-
are integral to composing In other
words, the thinking process recapitu
lates the writing process and vice versa
(see Figure 1).

To produce a composition, writers
must tap memory to establish what
thev know, review the information
the, have generated and translate it
into inner speech or print, organize
main ideas into a logical sequence,
discover specific support for those
main ideas, re-see the whole to find a
focus, construct a structural frame-
work for communicating an intended
message, transform this network of
thought into a written paper, and eval-
uate the product.

Thinking and writing are recursive
processes: one often has to go back to
go forward. It is difficult, therefore, to
describe the act of composing in a
linear fashion. One can argue (and we
did!) whether evaluation should pre-
cede synthesis and whether one has to
analvyze in order to apply. We also
acknowledged that certain stages in
the writing process may simultaneous-
ly tap two or more thinking levels. The
important point, we felt, was that com-
posing involves all of the skills in the
taxonomy regardless of the nature of
the writing task. To understand this
concept, it is helpful to think of two
questions that the writer must con-
stantly keep in mind while composing.
The first--What do I want to sa,--is
a content-oriented concern that focus-
es on the written product The sec-
ond-How will I get the ideas in mv
head into written form?--is a proce-
dural concern that relates more to the
process of transforming thought into
print than to the final product Wheth-

Figure 1. The Student's Process.

er we ask a student to describe what
it's like to peel an orange in rich
sensorv detail (a comprehension-level
task) or to interpret and comment on
the significance of the "Turtle Chap-
ter" in The Grapes of Wrath (an analv-
sis-level task), the process of writing

requires tapping all of the levels of
thinking. Given this premise, we con
cluded that a series of demonstration
lessons whose content would gradual-
lv' increase in complexity and lead
students through the levels of thinking
would make the what in a paper more
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accessible and would also allow stu-
dents to focus more attention on the
bou, of composing

In this way, we would reduce the
constraints placed on student writers
By helping students become better
thinkers, we would enable them to
become better writers and vice versa.

The Demonstration Lessons
With a common philosophy about the
interdependent nature of thinking and
writing behind us and a common goal
before us, we launched into the cre-
ation of our demonstration lessons.
We first turned to Bloom's taxonomv
of the cognitive domain as a wav of
identifying the thinking skills to be
fostered in the content of our lessons.
Many of us were uncomfortable with
the idea of levels of thinking and
the implication that these are hierar-
chical. Nevertheless. we recognized in
Bloom's taxonomy a rough progres-
sion from uwat. to houw, to ushy. to so
uhat that made sense to us-as did the
premise that concrete experiences can
become a bridge to more abstract or
formal operations. hltimatelv, we con-
cluded that all thinking is critical and
that the goal of our lessons should not
be to reach the top of an! hierarchy,
but, as Moffet( 1981 ) put it, "to play the
whole range

We also wrestled with our dislike of
categorizing as we debated the specif-
ic abilities associated with each of
Blox)ms cognitive levels and began
adapting and modifhing his terms to
reflect more closely the language that
teachers use in phrasing writing as-
signments. Figure 2 is the latest ver-
sion of what the subcommittee of Writ-
ing Project Teacher/Consultants called
the flowering of Bloom"

While our adaptation of Bloom s
taxonomy served as a useful tool in
examining what it is we ask students to
do with a specific writing task, the
stage process model of composition-
prewriting precomposing, writing.
sharing, revising, editing, and evalua-
tion-provided a way to format activi-
ties that would help students move
from conception to completion

1. Preuriting Prewriting activities
generate ideas for writing. Taking a
wide range offorms-class discussion,
brainstorming, visualizing, free writ-
ing, and so on-prewriting aims to
stimulate the free flow of thought. In

our model. prewriting usually pre-
cedes the introduction of the writing
assignment and ma! set the stage for
thinking and writing about a given
topic without specifically addressing it.
For example. the following is an appli-
cation-level question on 7Tw Grapes of
Wrath:

Steinbeck says, 'The people in flight
from the terror behind-strange things
happen to them, some bitterly cruel and

some so beautiful that the faith is refired
forever " Please illustrate his statement b-
giving one example of a cruelty and one
example of a kindness that are repre-
sentative of the events of the novel as a
whole

In order to prepare students to con-
sider the significance of Steinbeck's
remark in the context of the larger
novel, one might begin by having stu-
dents free write about what the terms
cruelty and kindness mean to them

Fipre 2. Taxonom of Thinkin LevIb.

Level Cue Words

KNOWLEDGE Observe Memorize
Recall Repeat Recall
Remembering previously Label/Name Recount
learned material Cluster Sort

List Outlinet rmat Stated
Record Define
Match

COMPREHENSION Recognize Report
Translate Locate Express
Grasping the meaning of Identify Explain
material Restate Review

Paraphrase Cite
Tell Document/Support
Describe Summarize

Precise/Abstract

APPLICATION Select Dramatize
Generalize Use Illustrate
Using learned material in Manipulate Test Out/Solve
new and concrete situations Sequenct Imagine/

Orgahize Information Known
Imitate
Show/Demonstrate
Frame
How To
Apply

ANALYSIS Examine Characterize
Break Down/Discover Classify Compare/Contrast
Breaking down material into Distinguish/Differentiate (Similaries lerences)
its component parts so that Outline/No Format Question
it may be more easily Given Research
understood Map Interpret

Relate To Debate/Defend
Refute
Infer
Condude/Draw

Conclusions
Analyze

SYNTHESIS Propose Construct
Compose Plan Emulate
Putting material together to Compose Imagine/Speculate
form a new whole Formulate Create

Design Invent

EVALUATION Compare-ProCons Justify
Judge Prioritize/Rank Convince
Judging the value of Judge Persuade
material for a given purpose Decide Assess

Rate Value
Evaluate Predict
Criticize
Argue
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and then to think about a time when
their own faith in humaninty was re-
stored when they saw, heard about, or
personally benefited from an act of
kindness performed by another hu-
man being. This latter activitv provides
practice in the skill of application
called for in the assignment.

2 Precomposing. Helping students
generate ideas for writing is often not
enough to enable them to organize
and articulate their thoughts. Precom-
posing activities help students to focus
on the specific requirements of the
writing assignment as well as to for-
mulate a writing plan. ' For instance,
once students are given the assign-
ment cited above, a teacher might
draw Highway 66 on the board and
have the class, as a whole, reconstruct
the Joads' journes from Oklahoma to
California. Students could then select
one or more scenes that had a signifi
cant impact on them and write a para-
graph explaining whv the cruelties
and kindnesses exemplify Steinbecks
quote. Finally, they could list three
other events in the novel that their
scene mirrors

3 Writing. Writing is the stage in
which thought is transformed into
print. But more than that. it is an act of
discovenr. Often, it is only as we write
about what we think (and vice versa)
that we grasp what it is that we truly
want to communicate Precomposing
activities should be designed to facili-
tate and not to inhibit the growth of
thought that occurs during writing.
The goal of the first draft should be
fluency and not refinement of ideas or
expression.

4. Sharing In order for students to
perceive writing as genuine communi-
cation and not just a chore to accom-
modate the teacher, opportunities
must be provided for sharing writing,
for giving and receiving feedback on
work in progress. Sharing enables stu-
dents to discover how their words
affect other readers. Responding as-
sists them in internalizing the criteria
for good writing

5. Rezising In a certain sense, revi-
sion begins even before a writer puts
pen to paper as thoughts are formulat-
ed, verbalized internally, and orga-
nized. Once the writer has generated a
draft and received feedback, the revis-
ing stage allows time to reflect upon

what has been written-to rethink, re
see, and reshape words and ideas.
Using the skills gained in sharing and
responding, the student must now be
come his or her own audience and
assess the quality of the written work
to enhance communication.

6. Editing For many writers, editing
is a process that occurs automatically
as one composes For those writers,
the editing stage is simply proofread-
ing for minor errors in grammar,
punctuation, spelling, and so on For
students who have not acquired the
conventions of written English, it re-
quires more conscious attention to
correctness

7 Evaluation Although any act of
revision is an act of self-evaluation, the
evaluation stage of the composing
process involves assessment of the h-
nal written product Whether this rat
ing comes in the form of a letter grade,
holistic score. or analytic comment,
the criteria on which the paper will
ultimately be judged should be clearly
delineated and communicated earls in
the writing process

Flower and Hayes observed that the
stage process model makes compos-
ing sound like it can be accomplished
in a "tids sequence of steps," like
baking a cake or filling out a tax
return, when, in actualit., 'a writer
caught in the act looks much more like
a busy switchboard operator," juggling
constraints and working on 'cognitive
overload' (Flower and Haves, 1980).
While it may not preciselv describe the
writing process. this model provides
us with a teaching process, a tool for
talking about thinking and writing that
enables students to perceive writing as
something that can be crafted and that
builds in time for thought and expres-
sion to evolve We wish to provide
students with a ladder of activities that
leads them to increasingly complex
levels of thinking Our goal is to give
students enough guided practice to
enable them eventually to internalize a
set of conceptual strategies that thev
can applh to future thinking/writing
challenges

The Process of Thinking and
Writing About Thinking and
Writing
As Bruce Joyce says, we have to rein-
vent the wheel every once in a while,
not because we need a lot of wheels

but because we need a lot of inven
tors.

As we thought and wrote about
thinking and writing, it began to dawn
on us that we were concretely experi-
encing the levels of Bloom's taxono-
m.s This was a welcome and validating
discovery.

The first phase of our endeavor
generated what Sheridan Blau, Direc-
tor of the South Coast Writing Project,
would call -creative chaos." Ideas
were voiced. pondered, debated, ta-
bled, and reintroduced as we strug-
gled to establish and define what we
knew. We soon became aware of our
differing learning srtles Some people
had to hear an idea over and over
again in order to grasp it, while others
had to verbalize their thoughts-using
the group as a sounding board During
these loftv and often circular discus-
sions, our more v isual learners plead-
ed with us to translate abstract con-
cepts into diagrams on the board.
strips of colored butcher paper with
lists, charts, and favorite quotations
began to adorn the walls of our room
Meanwhile, those of us vwho explore
what we think by writing it down were
furiously scribbling in our notebooks

Through this process, knowledge
gradually became c(omprehension. But
we did not full- understand until we
began to apply the taxonomv to our
writing assignments Since {old lessoins
would now take on a nesw thinking/
writing focus, it was necessary to ana-
Ivze them carefully Mans of us were
surprised to find great gaps in our
writing assignments where students
were expected, without direction, to
make significant leaps in levels of
thinking. No wonder we saw puzzled
faces in the classroom when we ex-
plained some of these writing tasks
After we broke the lessons down. we
reformulated them and put them back
together Writing was our syvnthesis

What we developed Vwas a series of
five demonstration lessons (one each
for K-3. 4-6. '-8. 9-12, and college) at
each thinking level: knowledge, corn
prehension, application. analysis, syn-
thesis, and evaluation Kather than bs
grade level, the lessons are grouped
according to the category of the taxon-
omy on which thev focus because we
recognize that within any classroom
some students will be ready for
stretching experiences while others
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need exercises that reinforce previous
learning. Moreover, since students
bring differing degrees of maturity and
experience to any writing assignment,
most of these lessons can be repeated
(with modifications, if necessary) with
younger or older students. We like to
think of them as an "accumulating
repertory" of ideas, to use James Mof-
fet's term.2 Each lesson builds upon
the one that precedes it. In addition to
identifying the thinking and writing
skills being fostered and offering spe-
cific ideas for each stage of the com-
posing process, we also include exten-
sion activities that take the lesson into
another domain of writing and/or to
the next step in the taxonomy and also
provide across the curriculum ideas
for writing assignments at that particu-
lar thinking level, when applicable.
After pilot-testing these lessons during
the 1982-83 school vear, we returned
to UCI the following two summers
under a three-year grant from the
Fund for the Improvement of Postse-
condary Education to evaluate and re-
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fine our model, to revise what we had
written, to create an additional 90 les-
sons, and to develop plans for dissemi-
nating our work.

Constructing the Ladder
Each time I present the Thinking/Writ-
ing model to classroom teachers, I am
reminded that one concrete demon-
stration lesson is worth a thousand
words and that actively engaging my
audience in some or all of the stages of
the composing process is the best way
to ensure that they have an opportuni-
ty to move from knowledge and com-
prehension of our lessons to applica-
tion, analysis, and synthesis of their
own. What follows is a sequence of
prewriting and precomposing activi-
ties from an analysis-level lesson de-
signed to demonstrate to teachers how
they might provide students with prac-
tice in literary interpretation, a skill in
which they are especially deficient (ac-
cording to Reading, 7binking and
Writing). Although geared for the col-
lege level, the complete lesson has

been used successfully with students
in the 9th and 11th grades.3

SEITING AS A MIRROR OF CHARACTER IN
TENNYSON'S "MARIANA'

LESSON ABSTRACT
Students will interpret a poem and write

an analysis of the way in which setting is a
mirror of character

PREWRI77NG:
Step 1--ntroducing ti Concept of Set-

ting as a Miror of Caracter.
To generate interest in the idea that

setting is often a mirror of character, start
with the familiar Select a popular televi-
sion show and initiate a discussion that
focuses on where the show takes place.
vwhy it takes place where it does, and what
the environment tells us about the charac-
ter. As students volunteer information, vi-
sually represent their ideas on the board. A
cluster of ideas about "Magnum PI,. for
example, might look like Figure 3.

To prepare students for the setting of the
particular poem then' will interpret, "Man-
ana, it is also helpful to mention a televi-
sion show like "Dynastn" or "Dallas,"
where both the exterior and interior of the
house are reflections of the inhabitants as
well as a backdrop for much of the show's
action
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Step 2-Appying Setting to Your Own
Cbaracter

After establishing a knowledge base
about setting in a medium that students
can identify with, turn their attention to the
way in which their own environment de-
fines who they are. Pass out a blank chart to
students with these instructions:

1. List in column 1 four items in or
around vour home that have some mean-
ing for you. (Be as descriptive as possible.)

2. Think about what these items might
say about you to others and record your
ideas in column 2

3. Fold column 1 to the right so that it
covers column 2 and pass your chart to
another student. That student should read
the list in column 1, interpret the signifi-
cance of these items, and record in column
3 what the items say to him or her about
you.

4. Fold column I to the right so that it
now covers columns 2 and 3 and pass that
chart to a new responder.

5 Repeat the interpreting and comment-
ing activity until three responders have had
a chance to react.

A completed chart might look like Fig-
ure 4

Step 3-Showing, not Telling, About
Character Through Setting

After students have applied setting to
their own lives by listing items in their
home and practiced interpreting the lists
of others, give them an opportunity to
synthesize this information by creating
their own characters and settings. Intro-
duce the concept of showing rather than

telling about a character through rich sen-
sory detail., To illustrate, develop several
telling sentences like: '"The blind woman
was terrified of unfamiliar places" or "The
amusement park was run down and de-
pressing." Without using that sentence,
write several paragraphs that exemplify
these statements. Once students have dis-
cussed the models, give them the follow-
ing telling sentence:

The state that her house wuas in made it
clear that she had long since ceased to care
about herself

Have students underline in the sentence
what it is that they will have to show about
the character through their description of
setting, and discuss this as a group Give
students 10 minutes to write

After students have completed their
"showing paragraphs," ask them what thev
had to think about in order to get started
Some will have to visualize-to construct a
mental picture of the surroundings--be-
fore they write Others will need to con-
jure up a memory out of which to weave an
imaginary character. For some students
establishing a point of view will be the
prerequisite for starting, while others must
begin by describing a room in the house
(very often the kitchen) before widening
the camera lens to take in the complete
panorama Here are two sample openings
from this exercise:

* "The dripping faucet made greasy riv-
ulets on the mounds of dirty dishes, now
beginning to take on a life of their own,
piled high in the sink"

*" 'Come on down!' the voice from the
television shouted. She reached for the

remote control and sent a spaghetti stained
plate and four empty beer cans to the floor
No matter One voice was as good as
another I wonder what dav this is, she
thought to herself''

Allow at least as much time for students
to share their experiences as for the writ-
ing itself Most students have rarely
thought about their own writing process,
and they are often intrigued by this discus-
sion Asking if people got stuck in their
writing, why it happened, and how they
were able to move forward again also
elicits important insights about composing
Finally, ask for volunteers to share what
they have written As the pieces are read
aloud, listen for differing approaches to
showing as well as for memorable words
and phrases Make a comment about what
each student did particularly well

THE ASSIGNMENT

Once you have stimulated the students'
interest in looking at how setting reflects
character in literature, give them the fol-
lowing assignment

In standard expository form (introduc-
tion, main bodv, conclu.ion), discuss the
way in which setting is a mirror of charac-
ter in 'Mariana " Refer to specific images
and symbols that Tennvson used to reveal
the psychological state of Mariana and
interpret their significance After carefully
analyzing the poem, draw some conclu-
sions about Tennyson s attitude toward
Mariana Does he feel her grief is natural
or unnatural?
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PRECOMPOSING:

The following activities are specifically
geared to the assignment on which stu-
dents will write and are arranged to facili-
tate the formulation of a writing plan

Step 4-Pointing
Read Tennyson s poem aloud to the

class. Ask students to listen carefully and to
use Peter Elbow's technique of "pointing"

(underlining words and phrases that stand
out for them) to the elements in the setting
that say something about the internal psvy-
chology of Mariana (see box)

Step 5-Paraphrasing
To ensure that students comprehend

what thev have read, ask several class
members to put into their own words what
they think the poem is about.

Follow each theme statement with a
request for students to locate the line or
lines from which thev derived their inter-
pretation. For example, if a student savs
that the poem is about someone who lives
a death-in-life existence, turn the discus-
sion to the poem s refrain ("I am aweary

") and ask the students to consider why
it is repeated so often.
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"Our goal is to give
students enough
guided practice to
eventually internalize
a set of conceptual
strategies that they can
apply to future
thinling/writing
challenges."

Step 6-Listing, Interpreting, Comment-
ing

Students often make global statements
about literature without supporting their
premises with specific evidence from the
text. Help them generate a list of textual
references that they can interpret and com-
ment on by having them fill out a chart
similar to the one they developed during
prewriting (see Figure 5) Encourage them
to move beyond the opening stanza of the
poem.

After the charts have been filled out, you
mav wish to initiate a large-group discus-
sion, or have students share their ideas in
peer groups or work in pairs

Step 7--The Aicrotheme: Formulating A
Writing Plan

Students are now ready to organize their
ideas and information about the relation-
ship of setting to character into a writing
plan Force them to think ahead, to consid-
er how they will proceed, by asking them
to create a "microtheme" (Bean, Drenk,
and Lee, 1982) On 3x5 cards or a piece of
paper, have students write the categories-
Introduction. Main Body, Conclusion. Un-
der Introduction, ask them to describe
three different ways thev might begin their
paper: quote, anecdote, general analytic
statement, description, and so on. Under
Main Body, request that they list six specif-
ic references to the text and the main
points they will be used to support Under
Conclusion, suggest that they write a para-
graph in which they summarize their per-
ception of Tennyson's attitude toward Mar-
iana. This microtheme should be viewed
only as a point of departure in writing, a
guideline for how students will communi-
cate their ideas rather than an outline of
precisely what they are going to say

These preceding activities constitute the
rungs in the ladder-moving from knowl-
edge through synthesis-that will prepare
students to write a literary analysis Subse-
quent steps in the lesson include: sugges-
tions for a rapid read-around of everyone's
introduction, guidelines for peer group
sharing of the first draft, a set of self
evaluation questions for revision, editing
directions with a focus on the rules for
quoting from the text, and an evaluation
scoring guide based on a 1-9 point rubric
that students would receive at the time
they were given the assignment

Reactions to Thinking/Writing
Mv workshop is almost oter. A woman
in the back who has not said one word
all day looks exasperated, so I ask her
ifshe'd like to react to what she's heard
so far

'Well, this may be reletant for teach-
ers who hate college-hound students;
but I hale the slow kids, and thevy just
can't do this."

"I totally disagree," says a voice
behind her "Ihis would be great .for
my Basic Comp class, but I know my
Honors students won't do all this
prewriting and precomposing They'd
get bored "

My kids can't; I'te heard it as often
as Mariana 's refrain. But my students
won't is a new one. I think about how
to reply

"Before you both urite this concept
off " I begin, "you might want to give it
a try. It seems to me that the 'slow' kids,
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"As a facilitator and a guide, the teacher
can create an environment that activates
discovery and, thereby, fosters learning."

tbose wuith the least practice, need the
ladder the most As for the bright' kid¶,
if the)' don't need the structure it s
probably because thei , haue alreadv
internalized the necessary steps for
sohiing that particular thinkingl/urit-
ing problem For those students, )ou
can increase the complex-in, of the
content on uwhich the utnting will be
based, or stal uwitih thle same content
hut target for a higher letel thinking
skill"

'7 hat'e a problem u'itl this. too,
anotler teacher t olunteers "1 'n realh,
uncomfortahle f'ith all the hand70old-
ing thats going on in 1'our lessons
Aren't You realhl doing tie thinking
for the studentss"

T177at question realll' used to ox)ther
nme too In.fact, I used to be the kind of
teacher uiho required that mnl students
hand in their paper on the existential
quest in Invisible Man the dal before
our class discussion oin the notel so
that thel, couldn't steal' ideas fi-om
eadc other But li' e reassessed myl role
as a teacher since then, and nml' prior-
ities hbate changed No single written
product is really that inmportant What
lIm realll afqer is the process-helping
students dct'elop a set of conceptual
strategies that rcat be applied to other
uriting taskls ast uwell as soht ing probh-
lems that utill confront thcon in eery-
daq life. f leou feel uneas, uwith this.
though, take students tin-ouglh the
preuriting and precomposing stages
and, ti.n. instead of batving them
urite that assignment. mote directly to
the nevt assignmlent in the sequence.
learing them to construct txhe ladder
on tleir ouwn With the ':lariana"
lesson, for euxample, the extension ac-
tit it, is to compare and contrast Ten-
nyson S use of setting as a mirror of
Mariana s pschological state with
Dickens' portrait of .iss Hat isham r ia
her surroundings in Great Expecta-
tions
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A uwoman has been alniously auait-
ing her turn to speak, and, having
completed ml' response to the hand-
holding objection. I call on her

"l just uwant to sal' that I really like
this uwole model I think the uway most
of us hat v been teaching u iting is like
baseballl "

She pau.ses to collect her thoughts.
and uwe all wait and uonder

')bu see, uw dress students up. we
shou, tiemn hou' to hold tie bat, and uwe
encourage tleni to take afeu practice
acqings T/7en, uhen tle,'re really
psydched up. u get thenm up to the plate
and ue strike themn out, and uw strike
them out. and ue strike them out Wlln'
can't tie U trot thtem a slon' pitdh for
once and see hou far thel can hit it'"

The teacders are nodding. T 'l 1un-
derstand and thel agree.' I make a
mental inmp7int oJf her analogl for
.fiture use and rest myl case El

'le are indebted to Linda Flower and
John Hlaves for their wsork on the impor
tance of planning and composing Their
influence inspired us to add a planning
phase. which we call precomposing. to the
stage process model

'lames Moffet s writing sequences in Ac-
tire Voice-which involhe a progression in
overall ntpes of wxriting, specific models.
audience, time. space. and perception-
swere influential and validating

'Since most of our high school and
college lessons run 10-15 pages. it was; not
po)ssible to include an entire demonstra
tion lesson To obtain a complete sample
lesson, please wxrite to m- assistant. Ilenia
Alon-. 1'CI X riting Project. Office of Teach-
er Education. ' niversitn of California. Ir-
vine. Irvine, CA 92-1- Please specif- the
grade level and the thinking level you are
interested in

'For further information about the con-
cept of showing not telling, see .5ou'ing
Writing A Training Progratn to Help Stu-
dents Be Specific bx Rebekah Caplan and
Cath- Keech (Universirb of California.
Berkeley (Bay Area Writing Project. Collabo-
rative Research Stud& No 2)
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